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Editor Attacks Post Article on Spies 
fromVpwsofipatctwes 

LONDONi Jan. 14—The 
foreign editor of The London 

(*I  'said today that '°° 
ashhigten ,Post London 
respondent Bernard D. 

NOs''Nad endangered 
710 ,,f9rieign correspona 

efents.,by asserting that many 
*helm eke spies. 

Alh'p VMes editor, Louis 

a damning gnd damnable 
Oarge'f*Picli:ean be neither 
proved,  'nor-, disproved,' and 

Witth,n,i _publication,  of 
s4Or's article "could put a 

limn at the head of British 
 reporters abroad. 

ir
Nossiter wrote in the Dec.43- 

ser of The Post ihat ,,A. 
aikable number of British eirpleSolifsfitsceariPaocfl  the British 

Intelligence service and that  

"an unknown number" of 
British spies "are posing as 
journalists." 

His article continued: 
"A contributing editor at 

one of Britain's most 
distinguished journeAS 
estimates that more than half 
of that' particular paper's 
fulltime foreign staffers'are 
on the (British intelligence) 
payroll. There is no evkidence, 
however," Nossiter added, 
"that this high proportion is 
found elsewhere, 	Elea 
Street," 

The only name NotiSitet, 
mentioned as a journalist-spy 
was that of Kim Philby, who 
was a ,double agent for the 
British and Soviet intelligence 
services as well as Beirut 
correspondent for The 
Observer and the Economist 
in 1962 before he defected to 
Moscow. 

Heren, in his signed corn-
mentary on the Times' 
editorial page, called 
Nossiter's article "a sloppy 
piece of misreporting" and 
said that his newspaper "does 
not rely on London or Moscow 
gold to keep its correspon-
dents in the field. I cannot 
believe that other reputable 
British or American 
newspapers would be foolish 
enough to take such tainted 

'.money. 
lie 	said 	fcireign 

correspondents have 
''""dollectively g reputation of 

integrity and independence," 
although "Presumably,there 
are one or two black sheep.' 

"I cannot swear," Heren 
wrote, "that some obscure 
person masquerading as a 
correspondent is actually 
working for the CIA, KGB or 
SIS," Britain's intelligence  

service. "For all I know, B. 
Nossiter is working for one of 
them. 

"I do not believe that he is," 
Heren wrote, "but after his 
McCarthyist smear •he might 
find it difficult to persuade the 
trigger-happy otherwise—that 
is, if he worked on those oc-
casionally dangerous frontiers 
instead of from the safety of 
Washington, Geneva and 
London." 

Nossiter, who is based in 
'London was 	route to the  
Angola war. 
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gled the ,statement 
114.1dC 	yist smear" and 


